
Discover How You Can Earn Your Agile Leader Certification

Certified Agile Leaders® are inclusive, democratic, and exhibit a greater openness to 
ideas and innovations. With a passion for learning, a focus on developing people, 
and a strong ability to define and communicate a desired vision, they possess all of 
the tools necessary to successfully inspire others and become a change agent within 
any organization. 

Available only through The Center For Agile Leadership®, a Certified Agile Leader® 
(CAL) is an individual who has proven expertise in the area of leadership agility.

Certified Agile Leader® meets the learning objectives of the Scrum Alliance Certified 
Agile Leadership (CAL) Program. Graduates will receive the Credential 1 of the Certi-
fied Agile Leadership (CAL) Program.

By earning a Certified Agile Leader® certification you:

• Receive the Credential 1 of the Scrum Alliance Certified Agile Leadership Program.
• Become an architect of cultures and organizations that are truly agile.
• Gain the skills necessary to create productive teams that excel because they have a strong sense of 
  purpose and accomplishment.
• Add more tools to your toolbox for dealing with change and making decisions.
• Gain a better understanding for the changing business world and future proof your career.
• Demonstrate to your organization and your team your dedication to the study of Agile Leadership 
  and your strong desire to be an effective leader.
• Engage with a company that was founded on Agile Leadership practices and utilizes them on a daily 
  basis.

As a CAL, you will be able to fill the role of an Agile Leader. Through the certification process, you will 
gain an understanding of Agile Leadership, including values, principles, tools, and techniques. With your 
CAL certificate, you will have access to a broader community of Agile Leaders and additional resours-
es only available to Center For Agile Leadership® members. You have access to the entire Center For 
Agile Leadership® team, online social networks, and additional resources that are only available to 
Center For Agile Leadership® members. In addition, CAL members receive a profile on the Center For 
Agile Leadership® website and have access to a specially designed logos to highlight their credentials.



Class Overview
Your long term success and happiness is directly related to your ability to lead. Doing it all 
yourself only gets you so far in today’s world. In order to truly accomplish great things you 
will need the assistance of others. The Certified Agile Leader® program will teach you the 
skills necessary in order to become an effective Agile Leader. Agile Leaders are flexible and 
capable of leading across; cultures, generations, and geographies. Agile Leaders focus on 
building self-organizing and self-managing teams, setting a vision and supporting the team 
as they produce amazing results. Agile Leaders have more time for the important things in 
life like; strategic thinking, their families, and themselves. Certified Agile Leader® meets the 
learning objectives of the Scrum Alliance Certified Agile Leadership (CAL) Program. 
Graduates will receive the Credential 1 of the Certified Agile Leadership (CAL) Program. 

Who Should Attend
• Supervisors, Managers, Directors, Vice-Presidents, and Executives

Prerequisites
• Past leadership experience. You will get the most from this certification if you are currently 
serving in a leadership position.

Class Learning Objectives:
1. Define what leadership is, so that I can have a common understanding.
2. Determine if I am FIT to lead, so that I can ensure that I have the foundation necessary   
   to be a leader.
3. Describe how to motivate team members, so that I can get the most out of my team.
4. List the differences between power and influence, so that I can learn to use the correct 
   one most of the time.
5. Demonstrate how to effectively communicate, so that I can be heard and understood by 
   my team.
6. List ways to influence culture, so that I can facilitate the creation of one for my team and 
   my organization.
7. Explain how to create a transparent organization, so that I can be open and honest with 
   my team.
8. List how to develop my team members and myself, so that we can continue to grow.
9. Describe a simple system for organizing and managing work, so that I effectively visualize 
   and map my team’s workflow.
10. Demonstrate how to hold an effective meeting, so that I can get the most out of our time 
    together.
11. Describe how to develop self-organizing and self-managing teams, so that I can free up 
   my time to lead.
12. List tips and tricks for working with remote teams, so that I can more effectively support 
   my virtual team.
13. Leadership challenge, so that I can apply what I just learned.
14. Demonstrate how to facilitate a retrospective, so that I can 
   continually improve my team.



Benefits:
• The ability to lead diverse teams, across remote locations
• Clarity of vision and ability to share it with others
• Focus on developing people
• Ability to drive, inspire and embrace change and continuous improvement
• Happy and productive; self-organizing, self-managing teams 
• More time for strategic thinking
• Increase your personal worth within your company and in the marketplace

Takeaways:
• Credential 1 of the Scrum Alliance Certified Agile Leadership (CAL) Program
• A clear view of the values and principles of an Agile Leader
• The tools and techniques necessary to apply Agile Leadership
 • Leadership Library
 • Italian Leather Class Binder
 • Three month group mentoring following class
• Upon successful completion become a Certified Agile Leader™ 
• 17 SEUs / 17 PDUs

Thoughts From Class Graduates:

“Certified Agile Leader® is inspiring and insightful. It made me feel more in touch with 
forward thinking and progressive leadership strategies.” 
-Jimmy D

“Certified Agile Leader® will provide immediate results to take our company to the next 
level. I fell that our culture will start to improve immediately to attract great people.” 
– Chelsey F

“The most original and insightful leader and team management class I have ever taken 
or heard of anyone taking for that matter.” 
-Randy S

“Certified Agile Leader® has really helped me think in a very unconventional way that 
has inspired me.” 
-Katie S



The CAL Experience As Described By A Graduate

One of our Certified Agile Leader® graduates named Todd Holden writes a great blog called 
Agile Coffee. Recently, Todd wrote a blog post detailing his experiences while completing the 
Certified Agile Leader® program. If you’re curious about exactly what goes on in this program, 
here’s a quick explanation from the perspective of a recent graduate.

I am very proud to say that I have recently been granted the honor of becoming a Certified 
Agile Leader! I attended the course for this distinction in November, 2015 led by Brian Rabon 
of The Center for Agile Leadership and the Braintrust Consulting Group. It was a wonderful 
experience that really made an impression upon me and building upon my agile leadership 
skills and growing as a thought leader in general. 

The first part of the journey was a “full” 2 days of classwork (and some homework assignments) 
at which time upon completion, I became a “candidate” for the agile leader certification. The 
class then had a specified follow-up period in which you actually demonstrate how you are 
utilizing the agile leadership skills that the class teaches and is receive really good feedback 
and perspective being “back in the mix”of daily work. This follow-up really helps reinforce the 
ideals as often it is too easy to go to a class, become motivated and lose any momentum 
when the reality of daily work returns. I feel like this tailored experience helped not only gauge 
if the principles I learned stuck with me but did I make it actionable in any way. If successful in 
demonstrating that you are applying the concepts of an agile leader you learned, you can be 
granted certification.

The class is kept intentionally small, I assume, to facilitate a high level of communication and 
participation but it also allowed it to be a very personal experience to the overall journey with 
a small group. I was very fortunate to be in the inaugural class for this experience with an 
amazing group of classmates. It was also good to get a mix of industries (including some of 
Brian’s own company members from Braintrust) so that we could see that often issues in lead-
ership are the same and just in different domains. The members of the class, like myself, were 
all people seeking to do something different in their companies and become stronger leaders. I 
think that this commitment added a real personal investment by everyone who attended. I felt 
a part of a group who chose to be there and were not merely sent by their company to 
attend.
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The CAL Experience As Described By A Graduate

We were all very open and candid with one another but defined our “group rules” before we 
started (therefore embodying the ideas of a team agreement which is a great principle for any 
collaborative group). It was a safe space to express yourself (the good, the bad and the ugly) 
for sure. Very little time was centered around my classmates on “the problems” and degenerat-
ed into a gripe session, we all accepted and knew we had obstacles in doing what we do, 
especially as we all sought to do it differently than those that may have come before us.

I described the class afterward to someone as “I felt inspired by all the ideas and conversation 
I was exposed to as it resonated with me and my beliefs. But I also completed it somewhat 
emotionally drained through the focus of my self examination of my own current state of being 
a leader. It helped me focus on what a leader is and does”.

If you have not had the chance to hear Brian speak or take his classes, I would highly recom-
mend it. He is very transparent about his agile journey with himself and his company and 
definitely someone who applies agility throughout his personal and professional life. I found it 
very inspiring to gain his personal insights of agility and its application towards building agile 
organizations. I personally feel like a great deal of organizations could benefit from taking a 
moment to think about how they work, what it means to their message and how it impacts 
their people.

I think I can sum this up and reinforce my journey moving forward with an early quote by Mike 
Cohn; “Agility is not something you become. It is something you become more of …”

That being said, although like a product release plan itself, I have clarity of purpose in the 
immediate, I cannot wait to see how my own path to agility continues to unfold.


